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Policy and practice discussions in conflict resolution, peacebuilding, development, and 
humanitarian intervention are awash with the language of local ownership, admonishments 
and injunctions about the importance of local actors, and the need to respect and draw upon 
local culture. But the real message delivered by policy making of the wealthy liberal west and 
the practice of peace and development professionals about the place of culture in the pursuit 
of peace and prosperity is rather more confused and contradictory. There is a long history of 
mixed messages and double standards – and of accompanying relations of power that secure 
the ground for globalised liberal capitalism. 
To “speak with a forked tongue” describes, following Native American lexicon, deliberately 
lying or acting in a duplicitous or hypocritical way. In the context of colonial frontier wars in 
Turtle Island/North America, such duplicity aided white advantage and then helped to 
entrench it. Bruno Latour, in We Have Never Been Modern, extends our understanding of the 
forms of domination that come with speaking with a forked tongue by showing how the 
contradictions of modern western knowledge secure a peculiar set of power relations to the 
detriment of the non-western peoples. ‘By separating the relations of political power from the 
relations of scientific reasoning while continuing to shore up power with reason and reason 
with power, the moderns have always has two irons in the fire’.[1] These power-knowledge 
relations operate globally, enabling the modern western critique to relegate other cultures to 
the pre-modern or celebrating them as interesting exemplars of cultural diversity, all the 
while retaining the position of supreme arbiter on human affairs for the west.[2] 
Liberal hegemony is not secured deliberately, of course, but Michel Foucault has shown us 
that power is a ‘complex strategical situation’ with power effects ‘intentional but non-
subjective’.[3] Power-knowledge relations can secure liberal advantage even if nobody is 
orchestrating them, and they are all-the-better secured through humanitarian motives and 
programs. 
To make his point about moderns speaking with forked tongues, Latour stages a hypothetical 
exchange between a Native American and a representative of modern knowledge. What 
happens when we use a similar device to parse exchanges between international interveners 
and local people in contemporary peacebuilding and development ventures? What is revealed 
if, following Latour, we allow that interveners might speak, even if unintentionally, with 
forked tongues? 
 You listened to the modernisers and so think that your culture is a negative force that holds 
you back and limits your prospects for peace and prosperity? The peacebuilder will tell you 
that culture is a phenomenon of secondary importance, that humans are the same the world 
over, and that the benefits of peace and prosperity are available to all regardless of culture if 
the correct political and economic institutions and policy settings are adopted.  
You accept modern wisdom and prepare for peace and prosperity? Your helpful intervener 
will tell you that culture shapes human peace and progress, citing the values of the liberalism 
as central to the democratic peace and the protestant work ethic as crucial for capitalism. 
Prosperity takes hard work and, furthermore, a culture of entrepreneurship (and Web 2.0 
acumen) is crucial for success in a 21
st
 Century globalised economy.  
You worry that your culture is incompatible with the modern globalised world and might be 
eliminated by larger forces? The intervener will tell you about liberal multiculturalism, 
where cultural differences coexist and flourish in an environment of tolerance and mutual 
respect.  
You relax in the knowledge that your culture will be respected and prepare to practice 
customary law? The peacebuilder will tell you that your culture cannot stand, citing modern 
rule of law and the need for all cultures to subscribe to universal human rights.  
You think your culture is spiritual, and that in this way it can perhaps bring peace? The 
intervener will talk to you about the importance of human interests and power, and the 
accompanying need for integration, harmonisation, as well as security guarantees and good 
governance achieved through modern political processes and institutions that are based in 
reason.  
You complain that your spirituality is excluded? Your interveners will tell you that the 
modern peace on offer frees spirituality from political and other everyday concerns, allowing 
it to enter a superior, more transcendental and spiritual realm. 
You accuse the interveners of disrespecting your traditions, the values of your ancestors, and 
your knowledge of your locality and people? The interveners will explain how they work with 
local capacities and resources, including through the touchstones of participation and 
empowerment so that local voices are heard and respected. 
You join in the programs of the interveners and look forward to the fruits of participation and 
recognition of your voice? Your ancestors go missing but your voice legitimises the existing 
programs of the interveners by citing your participation.  
You take a strong stand for your culture, accusing interveners of arrogance and 
ethnocentrism? The intervener will talk to you, in measured humanitarian tones, about the 
importance of openness and tolerance, citing the importance of concepts of cultural 
pluralism, sensitivity and self-determination.  
You invoke self-determination to exclude the interveners and assert your own polity? The 
peacebuilders will tell you about the inevitable march of progress in which all cultures are 
converging on the terms of globalisation through cosmopolitan values.[4] 
You thought you knew who you were and how to pursue peace and prosperity? The 
intervener will leave you thoroughly confused or offer you a scholarship to train to become a 
peacebuilder. 
 (We) interveners are likely confused, but the contradictions nonetheless add up to 
domination on the terms of global liberalism. In these circumstances, one possible advantage 
of the clash between elements of the liberal west and Islamic fundamentalism may be, as 
Latour notes, that more of our attention gets drawn to the “War of the Worlds”. We may now 
be ‘forced to think about the diplomatic work to be done’ between different worlds and ways 
of being rather ‘than to imagine that there is no war at all and keep talking endlessly about 
progress, modernity, development’.[5] 
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